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weeks W ednesday u n i passed a much
weaker presidential veto override than orig in ally proposed. A special m eeting was also
called for next week in order to finish the necessary work before the end of school.
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Student-faculty vote may
override presidential veto
Tom Hosmanek
An inadequate budget, veto
power over the president on LUCC
legislation and off-campus living
were the main topics at Wednes
day’s LUCC session in the Riverview Lounge.
Budget trimmed
LUOC Vice-President Harold
Jordan announced that he has
trimmed the proposed LUCC bud
get for next year down to $36,400.
However, the funds designated for
LUCC use next year amount to
only $29,000.
Jordan announced that hearings
would be held Saturday and Tuesdy to determine which organiza
tions dependent on LUCC funds
have the greatest need.
Committee structure
John Moeller, chairman of an
ad hoc committee to study the
LUCC committee structure, re
ported that no consensus has been
reached yet, but recommendations
on the merger of certain commit
tees should be forthcoming!.
Override of president
An amendment to the LUCC
Constitution which would give
LUCC the power to override
presidential vetoes on legislation
by a two-thirds vote was proposed
by Tom Nathan.
Elizabeth T. Forter. professor
of English, objected, “LUCC
hasn’t been in existence long en
ough to propose such a change,”
she said. “It’s too small a body
to assume such responsibility.’’
Peter A. Fritzell, assistant pro
fessor of English, said that there
were charter prohibitions against
the move and also stressed the
fact that the faculty controls the
very existence of LUCC.
Nathan said "Since we do rep
resent such a large part of the
university, we should have a
larger voice. We should have
more power than to be just an
advisory body. We should be a
legislative power.”
If such action were taken there
would be the possibility that

LUCC would attempt to legislate
in areas outside its jurisdiction,
contended business manager Marwin O. Wrolstad.
W illiam A. Chaney, professor
of history called the proposal a
move toward “ confrontation pol
itics.”
Charles F. Lauter, dean of stu
dent affairs, said LUCC was “ too
small a body” and “to invest
such power in a body which does
n’t really represent its constit
uencies would be a mistake.”
Lauter amendment
He then proposed an amend
ment that would give veto power
over the president by a two-thirds
vote of the total student body and
by a two-thirds vote of the total
faculty.
Chaney
called the original
amendment a move by LUCC to
“continue to flex its muscles.”
Fritzell pointed out that even
if the veto power were adopted
the faculty still controls LUCC’s
existence. He said the trustees
still have the final veto power.
LUCC compromises
Nathan said that LUCC has
compromised too often in order
to create legislation which R
thought the president would agree
upon. He cited the visitation rules
as an example of legislation
which was watered down to en
sure passage, but is not obeyed.
He questioned the value of such
legislation.
Jordan cited a lack of student
power at Lawrence. “The stu
dents are the niggers of this com
munity,” he said.
Fritzell and several others ob
jected to this assertion and gave
examples of student influence ec
onomically and in the choice of
the university president.
Modifications passed
Lauter's amendment was then
passed, and the original amend
ment with modification was ad
opted.
Off-campus living
Off-campus living became the

Faculty rejects renewal
of AFROTC contract
Jon Mook
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next topic of debate. It was lab
eled LUCC No. 21 and included
provisions that would allow stu
dents to be chosen for off cam
pus living by a new priority sys
tem rather than a lottery.
Dean Lauter said a priority
system would be more desirable
for students who needed larger
living quarters and cited the ex
ample of a Brokaw resident
building a harpsichord who had
to move it into the hallway.
Tom Schoemfeld questioned what
system of values would be used
in determining priority. He fav
ored a lottery system.
Gail Toycen proposed an amend
ment which would allow for keep
ing such a lottery.
Lottery vs evaluation
Chaney spoke against the lot
tery saying, “ I think any reason
is a good reason for a person to
live off campus. If he wants to
build a harpsichord he should be
able to. If he wants to get drunk
every night, that’s even a better
reason to have him live off cam
pus.”
The Toycen amendment jessed.
Walter North favored a meas
ure to ensure that equal numbers
of men and women be allowed to
live off campus. He also favored
the initiation of co-ed dorms.
Time for the meeting ran out,
and LUCC President Bill Baer
called for a special meeting for
next Wednesday at 4:00 p.m to
consider the pending legislation
and a resolution pertaining to the
recent strike.
Jordan proposed the formation
of an ad hoc committee to gain
more information on the offcampus living issue for the next
meeting. A committee composed
of Dean Lauter, North, and Jor
dan was appointed and accepted.
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Long a focal point of protest
and dissent, over the Vietnam war
in particular and the military in
general, the AFROTC program at

moval will relations between the
administration, the faculty, and
the students be more rational.

Lawrence was finally discontin
ued by a vote of the faculty at
a regular meeting on Friday,
May 15. After extended discussion
and debate, the faculty approved
the motion that “Lawrence Uni
versity shall not apply for a new
contract with the AFROTC upon
termination of the present one.”

He also said that he did not
understand why a student should
be able to use three or four cred
its of ROTC for graduation. He
added that the courses by im pli
cation teach m ilitary discipline
and that this type of discipline
does not have a place at a liberal
arts university.

Phase out

The teaching of professionalism
was the final reason Moody gave
for has opposition to ROTC. Al
though other university courses
may be professionally oriented,
Moody said that no one is re
quired to use the skills he learns
in a specific profession.

The vote was prompted by a
ad hoc committee report which
advocated the “AFROTC pro
gram at Lawrence be discontin
ued upon termination of the pres
et contract.” The present two
year program will now be phas
ed out and will be terminated
upon the expiration of its con
tract in 1972. Anyone, however,
may still join ROTC who is now
eligible for the two year pro
gram, including sophomores, jun
iors, and seniors.
The person most affected by
this decision Lt. Colonel Cecil
Voils said, “ I ’m sorry to see it
go for the students. It broaden
ed their education and allowed
them to determine for themsel
ves how they would fulfill their
m ilitary obligation.”
Voils added that the program
would have become “more im 
portant in the future” if the pro
posal ending student deferments
were to be passed by Congress. Of
the students then attending col
lege, those in ROTC would prob
ably be the only ones deferred.
In next year’s freshman class
approximately 83 per cent of the
men would have had the oppor
tunity to receive an ROTC de
ferment, according to
Voils.
ROTC would also have allowed
a person to go to graduate school
and receive a master’s degree
before entering the Air Force.

Financial aid cot

Career training
Voils disagreed writh this charge
and said that “we don’t give
specialized training or prepare
our students for a particular car
eer field.” H added that all carrer training occurs during active
duty, not during the program at
Lawrence.
In order to join ROTC, one must
sign a contract agreeing to enter
the Air Force upon completion
of the program. At the end of
four years. Moody said that a
person should have enough know
ledge to make his choice of a
profession freely. In ROTC, how
ever. he added there is no oppor
tunity to make a free choice,
since it is very hard to get out
of ROTC once one has signed the
contract.
Academic merit
Martines saw the question of
ROTC as one dealing with its aca
demic merit which he thought
was questionable. According to
Martines, ROTC was not launch
ed as an academic program or
retained at Lawrence as one. He
stated that the “Aerospace depart
ment is in no way the equal of
any other department.”

Voils also thought that it was
unfortunate that Air Force finan
cial assistance to students would
be terminated with the discon
tinuance of ROTC. Financial as
sistance for net year will amount
to $31,990 including $21,315 in
tuition and incidental fees, $675 in
bookallcwances, and $10,000 for
subsistence. Because of the AFR
OTC scholarships, $6,200 in uni
versity aid which would have
been used to aid ROTC students,
was made available to other stu
dents.

Voils remarked in reply that
the Air Force only lays out broad
goals for the courses and “ the
university has the opportunity to
go over the curriculum evaluate
it, and make changes.” The Com
mittee on Instruction, according
to Voils, reevaluated the ROTC
courses as late as 1967 and ap
proved them.

Several faculty members who
were on the ad hoc committee
expressed their agreement with
the discontinuance of ROTC Ed
ward Moody, instructor in anthro
pology, Hugo Martines, assistant
professor of Spanish, and Rich
ard Long, associate professor of
mathematics, all stated that they
agreed with the faculty vote. They
all felt that ROTC would have
been acceptable if it were to be
continued as a non-credit extra
curricular activity. Air Force
policy, however, does not allow
AFROTC to exist on a non-credit
basis.

Edwin Olson, associate profes
sor of psychology and chairman
of the Ad Hoc Committee on
AFROTC felt that ROTC should
have been retained because if
student deferments would be abol
ished, it would offer students an
opportunity to receive a defer
m ent

Academic freedom
Moody remarked that he oppos
ed ROTC for two reasons: the
idealistic and the practical. If the
university, he said, is supposed
to be concerned with academic
freedom, it should not be a party
to aiding the government. At
Lawrence, he added, ROTC pro
vides a “pile of tinder” for stu
dent unrest and only with its re

Long remarked that the special
character of ROTC “is not com
patible with the academic acti
vity at Lawrence.”
Student deferments

Maurice Cunningham, professor
of classics, said that it was not
appropriate for the faculty to
make its recommendation on
ROTC at this time, since no new
contract had been discussed with
the Air Force. According to Voils
the Air Force would not have dis
cussed a new contract until after
Oct. 31, 1970.
Cunningham
remarked that,
therefore, ‘The question to re
tain or reject ROTC is not a real
question,” since there is not any
thing to discuss unless a contract
is presented. He added that peo
ple seem to be more interested
in an emotional orgy than they
are in the facts.”
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John Rosenthal
Wendall H. Smith, chairman of
tain laws regardless of what they
Outagamie
County’s Selective
may be demonstrating or what
ever is necessary to make their
Service board and secretary of
views known, but when this ex
the Institute of Paper Chemistry
was recently presented with a pe
pands into a concerted effort to
prevent the normal flow of busi
tition signed by almost 400 Lawness that an office has to per
rentians which called for his res
form, then in my judgment, it
ignation from either the chair
has gone too far because this is
manship of the board or as sec
tantamount to intimidation and
retary of the Institute.
harrassment of public employees
The petition said there was an
to do their job; as draft board
“ ininsdfuble link between the uni
chairman I object to this and as
versity and the institute.” and
a citizen would object to this if
continued that signers "find it in
it happened to employees of the
tolerable that any member of our
Internal Revenue Office or So
academic community should be
cial Security office or any pub
instrumental in maintaining and
lic office.”
perpetuating an element of United
States foreign policy which Law
"W hat is your personal feeling
rence University has openly and
about a CO classification?"
vehemently opposed.”
“The selective service regula
Legal action
tions concerning CO’s has been
The tawrentian
interviewed
broadened
considerably
since
Smith Wednesday about the pe
World War II. Our job as a board
tition and also about the pos
is to determie the sincerity of
sibility of any legal action taken
the registrant's beliefs and also
as a result of the last few weeks , to determine if the beliefs are r\ot
efforts in closing down the draft
politically, sociologically, or phil
board. He was also questioned
osophically founded; as contrast
concerning his views towards C.
ed to some belief that has some
O. qualifications and the role
formal or informal religious ba
of draft boards in society.
sis. This is not an easy task for
“ Have you discovered that any
anyone but I view it as much
one has violated any laws in the
broader than any particular war
recent protest activities directed
or any war that we are engaged
against the draft board?”
in at the present time, this is
“ As chairman of th$ draft
quite a serious claim and we
board.” Smith .replied. “ I felt
view it as such.”
when the frequencies of the vis
CO classifications
its or when an undue amount of
Smith
fek that you can’t meas
correspondence interrupts
the
ure
the
sincerity of a board on
normal flow of business of a fed
the number of CO classifications
eral office there must be some
granted, and that each case is
sort of violation of public pro
an individual one. The requests
cedure, and I merely reported
for CO’s has been increasing as
this to the FBI. I don't know if
of
the beginning of this year.
any violations occurred but I felt
In concluding he reminded me
I should report it as my duty as
that there are more rules in pro
chairman of the draft board ”
cedure protecting each registrant
"Has the list of names of those
than in any kind of organization.
asking questions taken along with
The local draft board allows the
Selective Service numbers been
citizens to have a safety valve
submitted to any agency?”
because the local citizens on the
“ Not to my knowledge.”
board have a responsibility to
“ Why were you appalled at the
make the system function, and
recent action taken against the
also have the power of influence
Draft Board?”
to change how the system is ad
“ I certainly have no objection
to people dissenting against cer ministered.

C H A IR M A N O F T H E A PP L E T O N D RA FT BOARD
and secretary of tin* Institute of Paper Chemistry, Wendall
H. Smith, responded in an interview this week to a petition
calling for his resignation ansi jjave his views of the nature
of conscientious objection.
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Institute’s Secretary, Smith,
responds to student’s petition
Last week a petition signed by
329 members of the Lawrence
community was delivered to Wen
dall H. Smith, secretary of the
Institute of Paper Chemistry and
chairman of the Appleton Selec
tive Service Board.

Resignation
The petition called for the
resignation of Smith as a mem
ber of the draft board or from his
position at the Institute. Else
where in this issue there is an
interview with Smith with The
Lawrentian. Reprinted below is
Smith's reply to the petition.
"The petition and letter of ex
planation of the motives behind
the demand appear frivolous and
are replete with errors of fact,
misrepresentation, and innuendo.
My first reaction was to treat it
with benign neglect, ignore it.
and offer no comment if asked
about it. However, it is ad
dressed to me as Secretary of
The Institute of Paper Chemistry
and it does purport to be an of
ficial statement from Lawrence
University so, perhaps, a com
ment is in order for those who
may ask about my reaction to
the petition

Foreign policy
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"The letter of explanation is
written on Lawrence University
stationery and the petition re
fers to "an element of United
States foreign policy which Law
rence University has openly and
vehemently
condemned."
I
rather doubt, however, that the
University has officially taken
any position on anv political is
sues or governmental policy.
Therefore. I choose to reject it
as an official communication
from Lawrence University and
treat it merely as a statement
from 329 signers who represent
presumably mostly individual stu
dents rather than a combination
of " ‘students, faculty, and ad
ministrators.”
" I find it most difficult to be
lieve that these petitioners are
serious in their “demand” that
a person employed within the
academic community conform in
his private affairs to their appar

ent political thought whether this
be the majority or minority view.
It seems to me that this is what
our tolerance for dissent is all
about and why an Hucational
community should insist on free
dom of thought and encourage
the individuals to express their
views by participating in extra
curricular activities and speaking
out on issues.
Traditionally,
members of colleges and univer
sities have been active on Fed
eral. State, and Local commis
sions and boards and some from
Lawrence and the Institute are
serving, or have recently served,
in various capacities. I would
hope that these persons are se
lected because of their individual
qualifications and not because
they conform to some political
point of view held by a group in
the university.

No conflict
“ My responsibilities and activi
ties as a private citizen on the
Selective Service Board do not in
any way conflict or interfere
with my duties and responsibili
ties as an officer of The Institue of Paper Chemistry and my
superiors have no objection to
such outside activity.
In fact,
it probably is in the best inter
ests of the acadrtnic community
to have a person on the Selective
Service Board who is familiar
with academic procedures and
programs on the undergraduate,
graduate, professional, and voca
tional level.

Difference of opinion
"Finally, I think that the most
■shocking aspect of the petition is
that a group within our aca
demic community would demand
that a member of that commun
ity give up his livelihood because
of an apparent difference of polit
ical opinion from what is said
to be the prevailing view within
that community. This is hardly
in keeping with the principles
of academic fivedom However.
I am pleased to note that proba
bly over 800 students and faculty
did not sign the petition, so ap
parently the majority does share
with me these principles.”

Approximately 100 graduating
seniors gathered in Rivarview
lounge last Sunday afternoon and
decided, after much discussion, to
eliminate the dress code requir
ing traditional caps and gowns
at commencement exercises.
The meeting was scheduled af
ter a group of seniors, headed by
BÜ1 Hillburg, circulated a petition
asking seniors not to wear caps
and gowns and to donate the $3.50
rental fee to a fund for political
peace candidates.
President Thomas S. Smith at
tended the meeting and told the
seniors that although he favored
tradition, he would abide by any
decision they made. He empha
sized that the commencement be
longed to each individual, not the
university or senior class as a
whole.
The proposal which was finally
approved will allow each indivi
dual to make his own decision.
Those who choose not to wear
the cap and gown can receive a
refund of the rental fee which
they may keep or donate to any
cause they wish.
Some are reportedly giving the
money to peace candidates, oth
ers to the Appleton draft counsel
ing service, according to Hill
burg. He added that a brochure
would be distributed at com
mencement explaining the intent
of the protest.
An earlier
proposal which
would have prohibiting those not
wearing caps and gowns from
participating in the graduation
exercise was defeated.

Five musicians
receive awards
The Lawrence Conservatory has
announced the presentation of six
awards to Lawrence music stu
dents.
The awards were presented by
Sigma Alpha Iota professional
music sorority; Pi Kappa Lamb
da. music honorary society, and
in the name of the Charles Faulhaber Scholarship Award.
Named recipient of the Sigma
Alpha Iota Honor Certificate,
which goes to the music major in
the music sorority who is grad
uating with the highest scholasticaverage. was Patrice McRroom,
Hartland, Wis.
Kathleen McCullough, Munde
lein. IU.. was named winner of
the
sorority’s Dean’s Honor
Award
Michael Ratsch, Shiocton, won
both the Faulhaber Award and
the Pi Kappa Lambda .Junior
Award.
Phi Kappa Lambda named
Stanley Day, Columbia, Mo., re
cipient of its freshman scholastic
award.
Sandra Ewig. daughter of Mr
and Mrs. H. Ewig. 412 Webster
St.. Port Washington. Wis. was
named winner of the honorary
society’s sophomore award.
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Guard member finds mutual,
vicious police-student hate
George B. Wyeth
There has been a long, almost historical antipathy be
tween those who enforce society’s laws and those who
spend a great deal of their time doubting and experimenting with laws; that is, between the police and universities.
Today, however, the distrust has often grown to outright
enmity and police are not wel

comed on campuses any more
than students are at City Hall.
This extreme position is one more
symptom of the divided state of
the nation in general, in which
we are standing on by far the
lesser half.

down three steps . . . What I did
not see, and what followed, . . .
was a beating to the man's body,
arms, and legs administered by
police clubs.”
Therd are more, and no less
outrageous.
Walter concludes:
‘‘‘The real cause of the UW con
frontation — regardless of Cam
bodia, regardless of Kent State,
regardless of Agnew — is a mu
tual hatred of students and po
lice.”
Lawrence has been spared such
confrontations, largely because
of commendable attitudes by the
local police towand demonstra
tions and campaigns, as well as
by .its small size which limits
the number of violence-prone stu
dents. Still, there is an obvious
gulf of understanding between

It was not difficult for us to
imagine Southern cop9 as bru
tal when they hosed and put dogs
on civil rights demonstrators.
But when the veterans came back
and told us that Northern cops
were just as bad, it was hard
to believe. Incidents, notably the
Chicago “poilice riot” began to be
convincing, and with the deaths
of students at Kent and Jackson
State, it began to be very clear
that the men in blue tor khaki*
often go into campus confronta
tions ready to work off their
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grudges against the students.
A disturbing, revealing account
of the police mind appeared in the
Post Crescent last week. Michael
Walter, city editor, was in the
National Guard ait Madison where
he found that police seemed not
so interested in enforcing the
laws as punishing students in gen
eral for outrages of the past. He
writes, ‘‘I call Madison’s continu
ing student police clashes largely
the result of a police mentality
that simply won’t bend.” And he
gives examples that coming from
the new left might be dismissed
as rhetoric, but seem authentic
when reported by a source on the
other slide.
Here are a few:
—“ We were marching up Langdon Street . . . A group of per
haps 15 male students had gath
ered at the entrance of a new
men’s dormitory and silently
watched us march past. When we
were past, the police officer as
signed to us. . . . whirled and
threw a gas canister at the stu
dents' feet.
—“ We arrested one student
who refused to stop his anti-war,
anti-Nixon tirade. After the ar
rest, the youth continued to talk
to us and to a black man. with
a notebook and gas mask, who
said he was a reporter.
” . . . Suddenly one cop poked
his club into the black man's
stomach, felling him. Two others
dragged him feet first, face down
across the concrete terrace and
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the pillared halls (now hung with
strike banners) and Main Street.
The depth of this gulf is hard to
judge, and easy to ignore. The
townspeople seem at least tol
erant of peace activists. It is
the little, accidental but revealing
moments that hint to us that we
may be far more the object of
distrust than we believe.
Little things like the report in
The Paper about the ROTC blaze
that described a group of Colman
and Brokaw residents out watch
ing the fire as a mob, chanting
and htarrassing the firemen. The
reporter didn't mention the stu
dent who broke in before the fire
department got there to wake up
anyone who might be asleep in
side. He probablv didn’t even
think to ask about it.
And other little things like let
ters to editors, and stories by
people in town, especially farther
away from the campus, or like
the mayor's request that Law
rence pay for the police expenses
accrued during the strike.
Why do they hate us? It’s some
thing more. I think, than the old
legalitarian mistrust of intellec
tuals. Somewhere communication
has broken down; students get a
distorted view of “out there’’ and
America is getting an absolutely
freaked out picture of campus
life.
Whero it all started ultimate
ly becomes the chicken and egg
game. Middle America got turn
ed off because of the radicals, but
the radicals got turned off be
cause of Middle America.
An

impasse: “ police hate ‘commie
freaks’ and students hat ‘fascist
pigs.’
There are glimmerings (is it
light at the end of the tunnel or
swamp gas?) in the new attitude
pervading the peace movement;
to change a man’s mind and vote
involves treating him like an
equal »although for a number of
students who don't seem to think
he really is it may be difficult).
Hopefully this will earn some re
spect for us in return from the
people on the other side of Col
lege Avenue all over the United
States. It’s a cop-out and a
coopt, but it just might work.

. . . and four years later
the ‘end product’ sets forth . . .
Phil Anderson
(Here we go again with another piece of turgid maso
chism. Sorry about that, but this was written long before
the recent flurry.)
Pact No. 1: All governments,
institutions, and systems are
granfalloons; all granfalloons are
evil; but some are more evil than
others.
Fact No. 2: Self-righteousness is
a cardinal sin, present company
included. (I’m sure glad I ’m not
self-righteous . . .)
When it graduates in June, the
class of 1970 will be leaving the
the supremely evil granfaloon of
Lawrence University to confront
the supremely evil granfallon of
Amerika. What will happen? Has
this granfalloon taught the pres
ent seniors anything, either ex
plicitly or implicitly, which might
help them in dealing with theur
new opponent. I hope so. but
still . . .
The senior class is essentially
a granfalloon of its own;
it
is composed of people who are
very good at staring at their own
noses. We seniors will scon be
turned loose on the world which
we have been studying and dis
cussing for four years. Most of
us would admit that this world
has not exactly improved in our
absence; it may evc-n have fallen
into greater disrepair, perish the
thought.
Chicago - Kennedy - HamptonKing - Eldridge - Clean Gene
Vietnamiaos - cambodia - Kent
State - Nixonagnewwallace - hoffmanixonkimberlyclarknixonspiromarthamitchell.
A few issues may be helpful
as examples. Number one. con
sider ABC. It is undeniably a
wonderful institution, a rare ex
ception to the usual community
of granfalloons. This year it has
become the foremast charity at
Lawrence, and perhaps justifiably
so. Our contributions pay for the
high school educations of deserv
ing, capable, yet underprivileged
young students. We sincerely hope
to provide for them a high school
education at least as good as the
one most of us once enjoyed.
But what do these students go
home to? Is there an ABC for
parents, as well? Does anyone
know? Does anyone want to
know?
Number two: those of us who
have survived these four gruel
ing years of college will undoubt
edly be rewarded with gifts of
various kinds from our families
and friends in honor of our
achievements. But what are these
people honoring when they give
us money, cars, trips, watches,
and/or gold/silver fountain pens?
Presumably they mean to show
recognition
of our improved

knowledge and maturity; they are
proud of us for having learned
so much. We have been “liberal
ized" and have gained broader
viewpoints on the state of things.
We now have open minds — our
asceticism has payed off.
We don’t want to let those peo
ple down.
Very well, then: in the future,
we will drive to the welfare
rallies and ecology demonstrations
in our new Mustangs. Opels and
Volkswagens. We will use our
new fountain pens to sign the
anti-war petitions. We will travel
to Europe, or wherever, to learn
just how good we have it back
here in Amerika.
Let me dwell a moment on that
last example. The class of 1970
was the first at Lawrence to fully
enjoy the benefits of the foreign
campus experience We went to
Germany (or Spain, Mexico. Eng
land. France, India, Russia) to
encounter foreign cultures dose
at hand and reap the benefits of
the broadening experience of
travel.
I was fortunate enough to be
in one of those groups Here are
some of the benefits which we
reaped, during our spring break,
we woke up on a beautiful Sat
urday morning to hear about
Martin Luther King's assassina
tion — the day before Easter
Sunday. One other day, on our
way to morning classes, and then
during those classes, we heard
firsthand live radio reports —
over there in Germany — on the
death of Robert Kennedy.
We saw LBJ give in, but then
we came home to watch Chicago
and the siege of Miami, in living
color or black-and-white. On the
same TVs, we also got to see
who this new Tiny Tim fellow
was. Our folks were glad to see
us back safe at home.
So now those of us who missed
out on Europe the first time look
forward to it as our next big va
cation goal. We want to meet
and understand foreign cultures.
How about a holiday in Lamar,
S.C.? — southisde Chicago? —
Kent State? Jackson State — any
Indian reservation, anywhere? —
Manatee
county.
Florida? —
Watts? — Hilton Head, N.C.? —
Washington, D C ., for Christ’s
sake?
Number three: how about a
holiday in southeast Asia? Over
spring break this year I had the
privilege of sharing my draft
physical in Milwaukee with sev
eral other fortunate Lawrenitians.

By some strange quirk of fate,
most of us flunked, thereby clear
ly escaping the specter of The
War. Several of these “ Hunkers,”
when asked what they would have
done next year, said, ” 1 don’t
know; I really can't say.”
Of course they couldn’t say;
they didn't have to any more. Of
the four who did pass on that
day, one plans exile in France,
another is hoping for a C.O., and
another will accept induction,
hoping to get a good safe posi
tion. There is no data on the
fourth, but he is married.
Others who have piassed physi
cals at other times and places
have “ safer” solutions; there’s
always the Reserves or the Navy
or the Air Force, and many of
these seniors are already signed
up for such programs. They’ll re
main safe from the Draft and
good old Curtis Tarr.
But don’t kid yourselves; the
footsoldiers need food, pilots, of
ficers, strategies, weapons, and
training if they are going to give
their lives against the Red Men
ace. They would be ItatplesB
Without these things; without
them they might not even be able
iu continue fighting.
If it’s all the same to you, it’s
all the same war and all the
same military.
Of course we have teamed that
the systems need changing. We
all agree that this war and may«
be even all wars, are wrong. Wirt
will hope to change the sydbem,
avert its course to peace and
constructive actions. We are vot
ers now, too.
After all, we’ve had practical
experience in changing system»
while we’ve been here at Law
rence. We have had a hand in set
ting up LUCC and have done,
away with many irrelevant uni
versity and fraternity regulations
during our stay. We even have
a committee of seniors which
might be able to set things up
our own way far graduation.
“ What are you going to do next
year?”
“ Oh, I don’t know. Get a job,
mybe teach . . . there’s a tot
of stuff I want to do. I ’m going
to rest, settle down . . .”
Sottie down? From whal?
People are starving.
Martha Mitchell is babbling.
Tiny Tim and the Jefferson
Airplane are singing all the way
to the bank.
“ Yip yip yip yip.
Yip yip yip yip,
Mum mum mum mum
Mum mum,
Get a job . . .”
Welcome back. 1958. It’s gowl
to see you back again.
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Letters to the E d i t o r

First TermElectionBreak
T H E RESU LTS of the Advisory Referendum voted
upon Wednesday, regarding the proposed new calendar
for first term with the break planned in late October, were
encouraging. Admittedly there would be some inconven
ience involved if the plan is put into effect, but the princi
ple and pragmatics involved certainly justify the action.
Although it is important that the university take no
specific political stands as an institution, there is no ra
tionale which would refuse the institution the right to
bend its bureaucracy slightly to fulfill the legitimate de
sires of the committed members of its community.
E S S E N T IA L L Y T H E R E A R E T W O justifications for
the change in the calendar. First the university should
encourage activism (defined broadly) in its community.
It should recognize, consequently, the obligation of in
dividuals to take part in projects which they believe to be
of substantial importance. Secondly, the college should
recognize the enormity of the problems facing this society
in general, and the decision-makers specifically, and ought
to, therefore, make a sp ecial effort to permit its community
to take advantage of the opportunity this fall to determine
the future policy of this country.
Certainly, at this crucial juncture in history, it is not
beyond the role of the educational institutions to tell tin*
country that the time has come to take an acive part in
determining the circumstances of the world we live in. and
then to take specific steps to allow the educational com
munity to follow that advice. Any person supporting
military victory in Vietnam and who feels especially ha
rassed at this time should feel free to spend the break in
October to work for pro-war candidates.
T H IS S O C IE T Y M A Y NOT S U R V IV E long enough
into the future to enjoy the fruits of an “ivory tower, headin-thc-sand attitude, if that is the position maintained
by the educational community. The modification required
<>f the institution is small, but the resulting contributions
by individuals within the institution could be infinitely
larger.
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To the Editor:
After reading Charles Gallmeyer’s well written but outdated ar
ticle “About eggs and identities
and things: an ex-Greek speaks
out.” I felt compelled to openly
criticize his article and ask him
who he is trying to impress.
Perhaps Mr. Gallmeyer's cri
tique of the Lawrence Quad would
have been appropriate 5-15 years
ago. His clever witticisms and
remarks clearly makes one won
der why he chose to stay in a
fraternity for as long as he did
(two years) if it was as bad as
he says it is!
Greek *. .image”
The purpose of this letter is
not to attack one rather bitter
deactivated Greek but rather to
set the record straight. One joins
a fraternity, usually with several
close friends, knowing that the
food is better, the social atmos
phere greater and the living ac
commodations closer. I do not
advocate the idea that fraterni
ties are for everyone. If a per
son is that worried about “ im
age” and being labelled as a
Greek <as Mr. Gallmeyer indi
cated he was' and that concern
ed about whoit people think if per
chance he getu into an egg fight
as a Greek (as opposed to not
being one> then he certainly
should not be a Greek.
But in a competitive academic
environment it is a luxury to be
able to watch the t.v. (even Star
Trek . . . » or carry on discus
sion in a house when and where
one wants to. In general, we live
and do as we please not because
we are in any particular house
but because we are individuals.
Tlie particular images with which
people label the various houses
are as antiquated as Mr. G all
meyer's article.
1 think that the possibility of
the University making language
dorms out of the fraternity hous
es sounds very exciting. How
ever. Mr. Gallmeyer's article was
as incorrect as it was mislead
ing. The egg throwing affair was
one incident which occurred ear
lier this year. It was stupid and
foolish for those "individuals”
who took pant in it. it was stu
pid to slide down Union Hill in
the rain, it was stupid . . . Why
I almost forgot that we were in
college. What stupid and foolish
things did you do your freshman,
•sophomore, and junior years,
Charley?
Better food
If you checked the facts of the
matter, Mr. Gallmeyor, you would
see: (1) delayed rush. <2* no
“ Hell” week. <3> “tradition" all
but dead, (4* food — a little more
expensive — but more of it and
of better quality. (5) labelling of
Greeks all but dead, (6* the in
dividual houses dying out on their
own accord.
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One does not need to defend
why he chose to join a particu
lar fraternity. Nor would I ex
pect you, Mr. Gallmeyer, to
defend whv after twfo years you
chose to deactivate. You did it.
So be it. I do not want you to
impute your values on me. nor
would I wish Ho impute my values
on you. If the fraternities are
hurting anybody or causing any
harm to the campus, each house
is open for suggestions
If you
wish to see fraternities leave
thiis campus or go local we’re
willing to discuss that with you
too.
So. brother Charles (oops. I
forgot*, I felt your article was
so oblivious of the Lawrence
Quad of 1970 that I felt that I
just had to write buck and ask
you just who you are trying to
impress. Who. Charley'.’
KEVIN E. PHILLIPS

To the Editor: ..
The recent vote of the faculty
on the plus-minus system goes a
long way toward clarifying the
position of students. To take one
more step in the right direction,
1 would like to suggest some mi
nor improvements. Rather than
misleading a B-plus student into
believing that he is doing about
B work, we should develop a new
grade system which would tell
him what bracket he is in with
out any such confusion For ex
ample:
A-plus equals A
A equals B
A-minus equals C
B-plus equals D
B equals F (This will be a bit
traumatic at fin*, but we’lll
get used to it.)
B-minus equals G
C-plus equals H
C equals I
C-minus equals J
D-plus equals K
D equals L
D-minus equals M
F equals N
This system could be further
refined by giving each of these
grades the qualification of plusses
and minuses, yielding a possible
thirty-nine grades. Then, we could
better reward superiority and
recognize stupidity by adding
three more categories on either
end of the scale: on the top—Ex
cellent «E ». Unbelievable (V,
since U will be used in the satis
factory-unsatisfactory system, and
the rest of the letters in the word
are already being used to sig
nify other grades*, and Wonder
ful <W*; on the bottom—Terri
ble (T'. Negative Unbelievable
(—V>, and Inexcusable «X*.
All this should indicate to the
student exactly what to work for:
in short, the grade.
SUSAN FOLSOM

To the Editor:
1 want to express my respect
and admiration for the activities
of the Lawrence community dur
ing the past few weeks.
I have been completely “ turned
on” by your efforts to deal rea
sonably
with
the distressing
events representative of the prol>
lems that touch and trouble us
all. The intense concern and the
evident commitment to action to
help solve the problems which
confront us will be effective only
if all of us talk and work together
in a continuing effort.
I am one alum ready to try. I
know there are others.
MRS. BARBARA SPOERL
(editor’s note: Mrs. Spoerl is
piesident of the Lawrence Alumni
Association. *

To the Editor:
Re: “ Eggs and Identities and
Things.” poor satire and poor
criticism, but better satire than
criticism. Poor sathe because of
the break between Mr. Gallmey
er's straight forward attacks and
his exaggeration - simplification
technique: poor criticism be
cause of his amaziny lack of iesearch.
It seems as though the image
which Mr. Gallmeyer felt he
achieved as a “Greek” sharply
conflicted with the one he now
seeks. Are the students here.
“Greek” or “ non-Greek” all that
image conscious? If they were,
perhaps there would be less
throwing of eggs and less Union
Hill sliding: but I doubt it. It
svems that those win» are most
vehemently against the frat “ im 
age" are not really motivated
by equalitarian concerns, even
though their criticisms ride up»m
the generally accepted tenet, -one
should not lx* overly comcorned
about one's group identity."
I

get the strong suggestion from
“ Eggs and Identities and Things”
that I must align myself with one
of two images, “Greek” (iok> or
“non-Greek” (better by process
of elimination*. But must I either
be
egg-thrower or one who
wallows in intellectualism over
egg throwers?
The position I hope no Law
rentian would take after reading
Mr. Gallmeyer’s “ let’s stamp out
this frat blight” harangue is that
the issue is over the kind of mold
we would choose to provide for
our fellow students. Rather, the
issue should be how the physical
plants which now house the peo
ple known, unfortunately, as
“Greeks” , be best utilized by the
University.
Then the question
becomes what is the best basds
for ^signing people to those liv
ing units, and the desires of the
commun'ty, language oriented, so
cially oriented or whatever, must
be carefully and fairly evaluated.
I keep trying to tell myself that
Mr. Gallmeyer's sarcasms were
aimed at thought provocation, but
I find his article merely a list
of dated “fraternity” images. Can
one be a fraternity
member
without wearing the frat image?
Or can one be an intellectual
without wearing the intellectual
image? As Dave Jonas adequate
ly pointed out. what fruitless
questions! I am frankly much
more surprised that one of my
intellectual peers has established
such a ridiculous position for him 
self than that the immature throw
eggs. But I susoect that their
purposes are not too unalike.
KARL A. HICKKRSON

CALENDAR Friday, May 22—
Aeschylus's "Eum erides,” di
rected by
Marcia Smith
Kinzie, Experimental Theater
7:30 p.m.
Edward Albee’s “The Death of
Bessie Sm ith," directed by
Ken Harris, Experimental
Theater, 9:30 p.m
Lawrence University Film
Board, ‘‘Dracula,” Stansbury,
7:30 p.m.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Jazz
Concert Chapel, 8 p.m.
Saturday May 23—
F iji Island Party
Phi Detfta Theta Community
Service Day Project, Alex
ander Gymnasuim 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m.
Dance. Delta Tau Delta. Union
Committee. Main Half Plaza
9 p.m. to 12 a.m.
Lawrence University Film
Board “ Dracula" and “ Bride
of Frankenstein." Stansbury,
7 p.m.
Aeschylus’s "Eum erides." di
rected
by
Marcia
Smith
Kinzie, Experimental Theater
7:30 p.m.
Edward Albee’s “The Death of
Bessie Sm ith," directed by
Ken Harris. Experimental
Theater, 9:30 p.m.
Lawrence University Film
Board. "Bride of Franken
stein. Stansbury, 7:30 p.m.
Monday May 25—
Junior Piano Recitai. Pamela
Gere and Sandra Ewig, Har
per. p.m. ‘
Tuesday. May 26Student Recital, Chapel 3 p.m.
Wednesday, May 27—
Lawrence Christian Fellowship,
SH 166. 7 p.m.
Senior Recital Thomas Gomez,
oboe. Harper 8 p.m.
Thursday, May 28—
Pi Kappa Lambda Recital,
Rhonda Cundy. soprano Har
per. 8 p m.
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Population biologist warns
human extinction certain

T h ro w

News Briefs
C a n d id a te

P e te rs o n

a t

L a w r e n c e

to u r n a m e n t

v ic to r

F reshm an P au l Chicos took first place in the first an 
n u a l all-school F encing T ournam ent held M ay 12, w ith
F red Meyer and Sherry Cadenhead capturing second and
th ird places, respectively. A ll com petitors received h andi
cap points according to their experience in order to equal
ize the com petition.
W ith fifteen competitors fencing
five-touch bouts, the meet lasted nearly five hours, finally
ending at m idnight.
W a s h in g to n

S e m e s te r

P a r tic ip a n ts

Sue H aufe and M ike V ogt have been selected to partici
pate in the W a sh in g to n Semester Program next fall. The
program , to be held at the Am erican University, includes
discussions and seminars w ith noted political scientists.

J- B o a r d

e le c tio n s

O n W ed., M ay 27. J-Board elections w ill be held. O ne
freshman, tw o sophomores, and tw o juniors will be chosen.
The only requirement is that they be in good academic
standing.
In order to get on the ballot individuals m ust notify
B ill Baer by Sunday, M ay 24 at m idnight.

S a ilin g

a n n o u n c e m e n t

This weekend w ill be the last weekend of regular sail
ing classes. A nyone w ishing to attend m ay do so.

O p e n in g s

in

th e

M a d r id

S tu d ie s

“We’ve got less than two elec ishness of the "Seaborg theory”
spending only $10 billion annual
tions in which to act. After that
—that if we dump waste in wa ly. Most poiaticians, Erlach says,
it will be too late.’'
ter, it will immediately disperse encourage talk about environ
When Dr. Paul Erlich, popula evenly throughout the world’s ment. considering it a "safe" is
tion biologist at Stanford Urmerwater.
sue next to Vietnam and race re
sity, spoke on the Tonight Show
In line with environmental con lations. They must be convinced
in January, the program received
trol, Erlich said there must be that environment is not a "safe’’
a record amount of response, al
istaje There simply u not time
changes in the attitudes of the
most entirely favorable He spoke
to try to set up a new system.
richer nations of the world. They
at Madison recently, ard what we
Erhlich also advocated educa
cannot blindly continue to digest
heard was an alarmist, but, un
tion. There must be a middle
all of the world’s resources (the
fortunately, one who may be ab United States, for example, plans
ground between “ learning" and
solutely correct in his predic to use. in the immediate future,
"relevancy.” Students should be
tions.
encouraged to take a variety of
all of the world’s tungsten re
Erlich started speaking on
courses: biology, political sci
serves'.
population control, especially in
ence. cultural anthropology, and
The dichotomy between the
the United States. Americans, he
other related fields pertaining to
rich and poor nations must be
says, have only six per cent of
the environmental problem.
stopped, if for no other reason
the world’s population, yet thirtyAbove all, individuals must
than to lessen the chance of an
three per cent of the world's re
work to support controls on popu
atomic war that would be dead
sources, so i,t stands to reason
lation. They should control it at
ly to civilization because of the
that a child bom here is a big
a personal level and urge public
unavailability of resources nec
ger burden to the world, because
Leaders to make pleas to control
essary in the Age of Technology.
of potential consumption, than a
family sizes. In addition, inter
According to Erlich, the United
child bom in an underdeveloped
ested persons can support a re
States cannot stop by bringing
nation. In the same breath, he
verse exemption, taxing those
speaks for contraception, rebuk the poor nations up to our levei; - families with more than two
ing those who call it "an in there are not enough resources in
children and advocate more Lib
human, animal solution’’ by say the world to bring this about
eralized abortion and contracep
ing that the inhuman, animal
What can one person do? Plen
tion laws. It is up to the de
method of population control is
ty. First, throw the bums out.
veloped nations of the world,
killing off living members of the
Get rid of people not willing to especially white North America,
species, not contraception.
work actively on environmental
to lead the world. The re ^ of the
Erlich next turned to the bio
and pollution control. We need a
world cannot be expected to act
logical aspects of the environ minimum of $50 billion per year
without the United States, and
mental problem, mentioning that
spent on environmental control.
if no one aefts, then there is no
man has Lived in stable ecologi The present administration is
future.
cal systems ever since the dawn
of agriculture. His special tar
get is DDT, which must be stor
ed and de-synthesized. His argu
ment on DDT stems from a geo
metric progression of DDT con
tent in living cells: while grass
may only have ten parts per
million of DDT, the body cells
of a cow eating that grass will
have one hundred parts per m il
lion.
A man eating a steak
from that cow could have a
thousand parts per million DDT
count in his cells, a mosquito
chomping on that man could have
There’s one desk dictionary that has more
than the others. It has more definitions of
ten thousand, and so on.
words. Longer definitions. More synonyms
The sea supposedly is our vast
and antonym s. More idiom atic entries.
material storehouse for the fu
It has more of all these things than any
ture. but it is being ruined be
desk dictionary published, old or new. That
fore man gets a chance to use
dictionary isThe Random House College
it, Erlich continues Our pollu
D ictionary. It gives you more dictionary.
tion of the oceans is destroying
life from the bottom of the food
The Random House College Dictionary
chain on up, eventually even to
S7.95, thumb-indexed.
the predators we now use for
food. He emphasized the fool-

G e t m

o r e

d ic tio n a r y w it h

P r o g r a m

D ue to cancellations, there are now openings for the
F all, 1970. in the Study in M adrid Program . The pro
gram is for one term, and is available to all students who
have completed Interm ediate Spanish. Students enroll at
the U niversity of M adrid and earn three Lawrence credits.
Those interested m ay receive further inform ation from Mr.
W in slo w , 412 M ain H all.

A n a ly t ic a l

B u m s O u t

by D ave F re m o n

D on ald Peterson, Dem ocratic candidate for governor,
w ill meet w ith Lawrence students in the U nion on Tues
day afternoon. M ay 26. Peterson, the acknowledged "dove”
w ho led W isco n sin ’s delegation to the 1968 Dem ocratic
Convention in Chicago, has recently asked Governor
W arre n K now les to support legislation sim ilar to M ass
achusetts’ law w hich prohibits the use of draftees for com 
bat duty in an undeclared war.

F e n c in g

th e

G r o u p

Students interested in serving on the U niversity’s A n 
alytical Studies G roup should subm it a petition w ith their
qualifications to the L U C C office no later than M onday,
M ay 25. Further inform ation concerning the Group and its
functions m ay be obtained from Bill Baer, L U C C president.
T he g ro up ’s activities w ill last from m id-August to midSeptember. and a salary w ill be paid.

y o u r d ic tio n a r y .

A u to m o b ile s

Cars w ill be allowed on cam pus from now until the
end of the year. Police w ill allow street-parking only.

---------- M E N ---------W ils o n

To Assist Manager

fe llo w s h ip s

T w o Lawrence seniors, Lawrence Penak and James
N oble have been awarded W oodrow W ils o n fellowships.
The award is designed for students planning to go into
college teaching but no financial aid is included.

S a tu r d a y

AAA-1 Company
3 departmenti open In office proce
dures, calea promotion, and busi
ness administraUon.
FO R PERSO N AL IN T ERV IEW
CALL BETW EEN
• A M. AND 1 P.M.

432-0072

d a n c e

A n all-university dance, free of charge, w ill be held Sat
urday night from 9 ;00 to 1:00 on the law n in back of M ain
H a ll. The dance w ill feature “ The S un,” a Chicago-based
rock band.

------- W O M E N ------To Assist Manager
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dures. sales promotion, and busi
ness administration.
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New honor code
broadens scope

S t a n f o r d '» lo » « — L a w r e n c e 's g a i n

Smith names v.p. for academic affairs;
appointee to assume position in the fall
Thomas E. Headrick, currently
the assistant dean of the Stanford
University Law School, will as
sume the position of vice presi
dent for academic affairs at Law
rence in the fall. In announcing
the appointment, University Pres
ident Thomas S. Smith termed
Headrick as “outstanding in both
the field of academia and in con
cerns beyond its scope.”
Headrick, 36. is the third vice
president appointed in recent
weeks under a new organization
al plan. Under the new plan, po
sitions are retitled and responsi
bilities realigned into four m a
jor administrative departments:
acadcmic affairs, business af
fairs, development and external
.affairs, and student affairs.
Jurisdiction
As vice president for academic
affairs, Headrick's jurisdiction
will include the Lawrence Col
lege for Men, The Downer Col
lege for Women, the Conservatory
of Music, the library, the comput
er center, the department of
physical education, and the inter
collegiate athletic program. As
such, the heads of those units will
report to him.
Headrick's responsibilities will
be those presently performed by
Vice President Marshall B. Hulbert, who is retiring in June.
Headrick has served as the as
sistant dean of the law school at
Stanford since 1967. As assistant
dean, he was responsible for spe
cial projects which have includ
ed coordination of new building
design, supervision of a law com
puter program, and collaboration
in designing and implementing
m ajor curriculum .revisions. With
a colleague, he taught an under
graduate seminar on urban riots
and the legal systems. He is cur
rently on iresearch leave from his
duties as assistant dean.
Bom in East Orange, N .J.,
Headrick graduated magna cum
laude with a bachelor of arts
degree
in
government
from
Franklin and Marshall College,
Lancaster, Pa., in 1955. He wias
first in his 194-member class and
was elected to Phi Beta Kappa

in his junior year.
At Franklin and Marshall, he
received an award as the out
standing graduate in 1955, and
also won a prize for excellence
in the study of government.
Headrick
was
a
Fulbright
Scholar for two years, studying
at
Oxford’s Lincoln
College,
from which he received a bach
elor of literature in 1958.
Yale
Headrick received his law de
gree from Yale University in 1960,
ranking in the top quarter of his
class. While attending Yale, he
was an assistant director of the
Ansonia, Conn., Redevelopment
Agency, an urban renewal agency
which worked in liason with the
federal and state agencies.
In addition to his duties as as
sistant dean of the Stanford Law
School, Headrick has been work
ing towards a Ph. D in political
science. His major field in polit
ical science is comparative poli
tics, particularly India and Bri
tain. M'inor fields include public
administration and political an
alysis.
After receiving his law degree
from
Yale. Headrick worked
during I960 and 1961 as a law
clerk for the Hon. Harry Foster,
Supreme Court Justice in the
State of Washington.
From 1961 to 1964, he was in
general law practice with the
San Francisco law firm of Pillsbury, Madison, and Sutro.
Headrick was with the general
management consulting firm of
Emerson Consultants of London,
England, from 1964-67, working in
association with Baxter. McDon
ald and Co.. in 1966-67. The Bax
ter firm based in Berkeley,
Calif., is a coirailting firm far
government agencies.
For Baxter. McDonald and
Co., Headrick worked on a bud
geting system for community ac
tion programs.
Headrick is married and the
father of two sons. Trevor, 9. and
Todd, 7. His wife is currently
completing work on her masters
degree in fine arts.
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ASSISTANT DEAN OF THE STANFORD Law School
Thomas Headrick will he Lawrence’s Vice-president in
charge of Academic Affairs in September. The appointment
was announced last week by President Smith as a part of
Smith’s renuovation of the administration.
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University committees
take student members
Ben Mann

The Honor Code referendum,
broadening the scope of the hon
or system and permitting wider
jurisdiction of the Honor Council,
was passed by a vote of 300 to 99
eariier this term.
The new Honor Code reads:
“ No Lawrence student will un
fairly advance his own academic
performance nor will he in any
way intentionally lim it or impede
the academic performance or in
tellectual pursuits of his fellow
students.”
This new phrasing means that,
not only will traditional cases of
plagarizing and cheating be dealt
with, but fabricating of labora
tory reports and stealing reserved
books from the iibrary will be
considered offenses.
According to Charles Gallmeyer. chairman of the Honor Coun
cil the new Honor Code will be
implemented fall term by next
year’s chairman, Don Behrens.
Also planned for next fall is an
almost new Honor Council with
Behrens and Dean Charles F.
Lauter being the only returning
incumbents to the nine member
committee. Fourteen names are
to be sent to the Committee on
Committees by next week and
the new members should begin
work by the ninth week of this
term.
Honor Council cases this term
have numbered three: one in the
fall and two in the winter. The
faW case involved a student who,
in writing a paper, forgot to
footnote some material. This "un
conscious plagarism” resulted in
an F grade for half of the paper.
A more serious case during the
winter term, in which a student
plagarized most of the major
ideas on a paper, resulted in the
student failing the course. Also in
the winter term, the Honor Coun
cil dealt with a student who had
cheated on a final examination.
The student received an F in the
course and he was required to
write an essay on the meaning
of the honor system and its rel
evance to a student.
No cases have been reported
this term as the cases usually fell
during final exam week.

In accordance with recommen
ity is distinctively temporary,
dations 86, 87, 4, and 5 of the their brief partnership may let
Report of the Select Committee
them avoid living with the con
on Planning, the Committee on sequences of some decisions they
Committees is now encouraging
help make.
More importantly, it is felt that
students to petition for positions
on next year’s University Com it is desirable to rksk some in
fluence by the short-term view of
mittees.
the students in order to not miss
University Committees have
been designed to replace all pres out entirely on information and
experience only students can
ent faculty committees, such
that, “ at least two students shall’ provide.
Students who wish to petition
serve as voting members on each
for a position on any one of these
standing committee of the fac
university committees must file
ulty. except the Faculty Advisory
by Wednesday, May 27. Appli
Committee.”
In the words of the Committee cants will be considered on the
merits of their thoughtful inter
on
Committees’ memorandum
to the faculty, "students on uni est. special experiences, imag
ination. and personal responsi
versity committees participate
bility which seem best to fit them
fully in all committee business
JYAU
except the consideration of indi fo- service on a particular com
DUZ
vidual cases before the Commit mittee. However, no student may
W EJE
serve simultaneously on more
tee on Administration, Admission,
MANG
than one university committee.
Foreign Study, and the acadcmic
evalution of students by the Com
mittee on Honors."
P o ll t a k e n
Presently two students each
will participate on the following
committees:
Associated
Colleges of
the
Midwest, Intercollegiate Athletics
for Men »one of the two students
must be a Varsity athlete». Com
pute!', Foreign Studies. Library,
Vicki Nauschultz
Honorary Degrees.
Three students will serve on
In an effort to continue peace
gress movement initiated
at
each of the following committees:
activities into the 1970-71 school
Princeton Universiy. question
Honors. Admission. Administra year, a calendar change has been
naires will be available for in
tion.
proposed to provide a fall break
terested students Monday in
Four students, one from each
for political campaigning.
Downer and Cdiman in order to
representative class, will also
provide
information to the nation
Results
of
an
advisory
poll
serve on the Committee on In
al center concerning their loca
held Wednesday show 80 percent
struction.
tion and capabilities in aiding
of 515 students in favor of chang
Bill Baer, president of LUCC,
the fall campaign.
ing the calendar to provide the
has emphasized that the work
Baer stated that under the
campaign time. Sixty-one percent
load is not terribly great and
present plan, the best candidates
of 36 faculty votes were cast in
that this action is a good oppor
will be selected by the national
tunity for students to become
favor of the change.
office
of the movement and will
moiv involved in academic af
The dates of the proposed
be sent names of possible cam 
fairs and decisions that willl di break. Oct. 24-Nov. 2. were ap
rectly affect them.
paigners in their area.
proved by 93 percent of the stu
This proposal for student mem dents with 12 percent indicating
As a continuation on anti-war
bership on these committees is
efforts this term. Baer reported
that they would be inconvenienc
based primarily on the conviction
that Randy Smith and Dave Tvtited by the change.
expressed in the Report of the
ehett attempted to install a peace
LUCC president Bill Baer said
Select Committee on Planning
display in the First National
that the formal facility vote may
that students have a distinctive
Bank which housed a law and or
come
next
week.
There
has
been
role' in the university community
der display earlier this month.
and that their views should have some indication that the trustees
Despite initial' approval bank of
would moot to consider the action
appropriate modes of expression
ficials informed Smith and Mitch
if the proposal meets faculty ap
Some faculty have expressed
ell that because of the political
proval.
the view that, since student mem
nature of the exhibit, the bank
bership in the academic communIn affilial inn with the Now Concould not provide its facility«

Calendar change suggested
to allow student campaigning
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Store Them. . .
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COTTON GOODS and
Other CAM PUS WARE
SALE

ALSO: VISIT OUR PAPER BOOKS SALE . . .

THREE BOOKS for $1.00
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Golfers finish sixth
in conference meet

V ik e s

Cindermen run, jump, heave
way to third place in MWC
Steve Swets
T ta Lawrence track team, in
Its fo u l performance of the year,
worked its way to third place in
the Midwest Conference during
the two day meet at Knox College
with Monmouth hosting. Led by
double winner Mark FYodeson the
Vikings racked up 42 points to
48 for Oanieton and 80 for new
Ichampion St. Olaf.
Frodeson’s leap of 45’a i” was
good for first as was his 10.0
100 yard dash effort. Fnodeson
allso paced 2nd in the long jum p
next to Lawrence freshman Jim
Toliver, whose leap of 22’1 ^ ”
•enabled him to become the Mid
west Conference’s first gold med
alist.
Lance Alwin was the Vikes’
only other champion as he re
peated as top man in the .shot put
with a heave of 47’11” and placed
second in the discus with a throw
of 37’3” . The Gilbert brothers
•accounted for the remaining two
places in the field events as co
captain Andy placed third in the
high jum p clearing 6’2” while
younger brother Doug vaulted
13’0” for second in the pole vault.
In the running events Racine
product John Stroemer recorded
a 2:01 clocking enroute to his
fifth place finish in the 880. Froshman record holder Willie Daven
port ran 58.0 over the 440 inter
mediate hurdles to place fourth

in his specialty. Dan Rice set
a new freshman record of 16:54.0
in the 3 m ile run.
Rounding off the scoring were
the relay squads as Jim Toliver,
John Buzzard, Ken Zwolinaki and
Mark Frodeson finished second
in the 440 relay and the quartet
of Dave Spear, Steve Swets, John
Buzzard and John Stroemer tour
ed the oval 4 times in 3:30.8 for
fifth place finish.
Head coach Gene Davis and
assistant mentor John Poulson
were pleased with the team’s per
formance noting the great im
provement in times despite the
poor weather. They are also aptimistie of the future as only two
members of the squad are grad
uating and that the strong nu
cleus of underclassmen are re
turning.
Graduating are senior co-cap
tains Andy Gilbert and Larry
Einspahr. Gilbert was the Vik
ing’s mainstay in the high jump
and third in the conference this
year. Einspahr during his four
years here was conference pole
vaulting champ three times, in
door and outdoor 1969 and in
door 1970. Both have performed
well this season in their re-jpective events and in their role as
captains did a fine job in leading
the team.

FILM
CLASSICS
DM CIILA
with Bela Lugosi
Fri., 7:30 p.m. - Stansbury

Bride of FraRkoRstein
with Boris Karloff, Elsa
Lancaster
Sun., 7:30 p.m. - Stansbury

D O U B L E

F E A T U R E

S a t., 7:00 —

S ta n s b u ry
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FOR THE WIDEST
and (we think) best choice In
luggage, come to Pah-low’s.
We hare over 500 models by fa
mous luggage makers at the
price you can afford . . . $5.95
to H70.

PAH-LOW’S
Luggage, Leathergoods, Gifts
90S W. College Ave.
Downtown Appleton

C O M M E N C E M E N T SPE A K E R FO R T H E CLASS OF
1970 will l>c George W . Smalley, lecturer in Slavic Lang
uages. Seniors this week voted to make the traditional
caps and gowns optional, (see story on page 2 ).

Netmen so-so,
take a fourth
The Lawrence Viking tennis
squad finished a surprisingly low
fourth place in the conference
meet last Saturday. The Vikes
who were picked by most of the
coaches to finish at the top were
mediocre at best, placing behind
St. Olaf, Knox, Ripon, and tying
Cornell.
St. Olaf won the meet with a
total of 23 points. Other points
were as follows: Ripon with 9;
Lawrence and Cornell with 7; Be
loit with 6; Monmouth with 5;
Carleton with 3; Coe did not
score, and Grinnell did not enter.
The only bright spot of the
Vikes’ so-so performance was Bril
Swendson who took second place
in third singles. After defeating
his opening round opponent from
Ripon, Swendson won over Knox’s
Joe Northshield 6-3, 9-7 to ad
vance to the finals. But he drop
ped his final match to St. Olaf’s
John Muus 3-6, 6-8.
Tom Vanderhyden, a high fin
isher in past conference meets,
did not come through inusual
style. He defeated his first foe
from Beloit, but lost in the semi
finals to John Halverson of St.
Olaf 10-8, 6-1. Halverson was the
eventual first singles champ.

THE
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See and hear the Valley's
most complete selection of
top name brand HI-FI componenta and systems.
Terms and lowest catalogue
discount prices on FISHER
KENWOOD. DUAL. PICKER
ING, SHURE. TEAC, SONY,
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, oth" " a p p l e t o n

H I

F I

C E N T E R

323 W. College Are., Appleton

Despite what looked like a low
finish in the Midwest conference
golf meet the Lawrence linksters
in reality did very well. The
Vikes who had not won in any
of their previous conference
matches to a sixth place. The
golfers total stroke count was
also only eight behind the second
place finishers.
Knox won the conference cham
pionship with a team score of 622.
Monmouth was runner-up at 637.
The rest of the teams placed as
follows: Oarleton with 630; Cor
nell with 6^0; St. Olaf with 643;
Lawrence with 645; Beloit with
648; Ripon, whom the Vikes had
lost to twice during the regular
season, stored 662; Grinnell with
676; Coe with 690.
Individually Craig Christiansen
finished fourth for the Vikes with
78-79 for a 157. The medalist for
the meet was Monmouth’s Clay
ton Apt with 75-75 for 150.
Other Vike individual scores
were Geoff Garret with 77-82, Bill
Riebel with 80-82, Bris Gannet
with 80-87, and Bob Leffel with
83-87.
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ADJECTIVE
PUNS ABOUT
COLLEGE
MAJORS. IF
PUBLISHED.
WE LL SEND

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
For appointment dial 9-1805
231 E. College Ave.
Appleton,

YOU A
REFRESHING
REW ARD.

COLLEGE BOX M2
C MILLER BREW CO.
MILW.. WIS M30I

